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Outline	
}  Where to find papers? 
}  Enzyme Kinetics: quick review 
}  Data analysis on kinetics for natural substrates,  
 

}  Goals of the study 
}  Global analysis of kinetic parameters based on very large set of data 

from BRENDA 
}  Identify data trends and correlations, pose some hypothesis 

}  Selected because it provides nice analysis 

}  What about enzymes acting on non-natural substrates? 
}  Enzyme promiscuity 

}  Homework #2 
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Where	to	get	papers	and	supplementary	material?	
}  scholar.google.com 

}  Clicking on links -- Access to many of the articles when connected 
through campus 

}  Jumbo Search 
}  Yes, it is actually good, with links 

}  PubMed – the main search engine 
}  https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
}  Find article by name 

}  Where to find Supplementary material/info? 
}  Through links on publication website 
}  Or by hyperlnks 
}  Search for Supporting info, or Supplementary  
}  Example: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/bi2002289 
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Enzyme	Kine8cs	-	Clarifica8on	

}  Write the rate of change of S:      
 d[S]/dt = - k1[E][S]  +  k-1[ES] 

}  What are  units of k1 and k-1 ? 
}  k1 has units of concentration-1time-1 

}  k-1 has units of time-1 

}  Similarly, k2 has units of time-1 

}  KM = (k-1 + k2) / k1 will have units of concentration 4 

E + S         ES   E + P  
k1 k2 

k-1 



Enzyme	Kine8cs	-	refresher	
}  Turnover number, kcat, same as k2 

}  Michaelis constant:  KM = (k-1 + k2) / k1  
}  When k2 is small, KM≅ k-1 / k1 = Ks (the enzyme-substrate 

dissociation constant) 
}  kcat/KM = ( k1  * k2 ) / (k-1 + k2) 

}  If k2 is small, then kcat/KM  is small 
}  If K2 is large, then kcat/KM  is limited by the value of k1 (or 

the rate of formation of ES, and rate of diffusion of S) 
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E + S         ES   E + P  
k1 k2 

k-1 



Enzyme	Kine8cs	-	refresher	
}  Diffusion limits the value of k1, the rate of formation of ES 

}  It cannot be higher than 108 and 109 s-1 M-1 

}  So kcat / KM can at most be 108 and 109 M-1 
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Data	for	the	study	
}  BRENDA 2010 data 
}  Enzymatic data for natural and non-natural substrates 

}  Use KEGG 2010 data to identify natural reactants 
}  Removed co-factors because: 

1.  They participate in multiple enzymatic reactions 
2.  Co-factors are subject to a different evolutionary pressures 

compared to other substrates 

}  Around 90,000 entries for KM and 35,000 entries for kcat  
(Table 1). 
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Data	is	noisy	
}  kcat  and KM  values from different studies varies by a 

factor of 2.5-2.9 
}  Solution: take the median 
}  Other issue:  

}  Correlation between the kcat  values for different 
substrates of the same multi-substrate reaction 
(expected to be identical) are not correlated (R2 = 
0.63) 

}  Why?  See next slide 
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Reasons	for	Noisy	Data	
}  Measurements under different conditions (pH, Temp, ionic 

strength, metal-ion and co-factor concentrations) 
}  Differences between in vitro and in vivo parameters (as 

much as 3 orders of magnitude) 
}   20% of the values in the Brenda database do not 

correspond to the values reported in the corresponding 
reference papers 

}  While analysis is global, there are subgroups that do not 
display identified correlation 
}  Example:  complex mechanisms do not correlate between 

molecular weight, KM,Kcat.  Inclusion lowers observed 
correlations 
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The	Average	Enzyme	Is	Far	From	Kine8c	Perfec8on	

10 Bar-Even, A., Noor, E., Savir, Y., Liebermeister, W., Davidi, D., Tawfik, D. S., & Milo, R. (2011). The moderately efficient 
enzyme: evolutionary and physicochemical trends shaping enzyme parameters. Biochemistry, 50(21), 4402-4410. 



Dependency	between	Kcat	and	Km	
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•  Each dot  is a enzyme-substrate-organism 
•  Dotted green are diffusion limit range 
•  Red lines are trend lines, calculated orthogonal 

least square fitting 
•  Weak positive correlation (0.09) 



Selec8ve	pressures	mold	
enzyme	kine8cs	

}  Key question: 
Why do most enzymes operate 
far from the theoretical limit? 

}  Hypothesis: 
}  Due to evolutionary pressures 
}  Maximal rates have not evolved  

in cases where a particular enzymes’ rate os mpt ex[ected tp be under 
stringent selection 

}  Evaluation: 
}  Classified modules  

into four primary groups: 
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Selec8ve	pressures	mold	
enzyme	kine8cs	

}  Kcat for central-CE is 
30x higher than that 
with secondary 
metabolism 

}  Central-CE enzymes 
are ~6x higher than 
intermediate and 
secondary ones 
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}  Central metabolism requires high average flux rates to enforce molecular 
production  
}  Required improved kinetic parameters that may reduce the amount of enzymes needed 

and hence alleviate the cost 

}  The selection pressure might be weaker in enzymes functioning in secondary 
metabolism 
}  Optimality of secondary metabolism is not a measure of organism fitness 
}  Secondary metabolism operates under specific conditions and often for short periods of 

time and with lower fluxes 
}  Perhaps secondary metabolism evolved for regulation, control, etc. 
}  Data is noisy – perhaps the natural products in BRENDA for secondary metabolism 

enzymes are not correct 

}  The differences in kcat  values between the metabolic groups are more prominent 

than the differences in the kcat /KM  value: 
}  Because of demands for higher fluxes,  kcat is important. 

}  An enzyme, under a constant kcat / KM , is expected to increase its kcat  at the expense of 
KM . 
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Selec8ve	pressures	mold	enzyme	kine8cs	



Examine	rela8onship	between	Kcat	and	EC	
classes	

}  Isomerases (EC 5.X .X .X ) exhibit a median kcat  of 33.5 s-1 , an order of 
magnitude higher than that of ligases (EC 6.X .X .X ), with a median kcat  
of 3.7 s-1  

}  Due to different reaction mechanisms and activation energy barriers 
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Effect	of	number	of	substrates	in	a	reac8on	
correlates	with	KM	
}  The higher the number of substrates, the lower the KM  for each substrate 

}  as the number of substrates increases, lower KM values are required to obtain the 
same concentration of the enzyme substrate complex 
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Are	there	significant	correla8on	between	various	
physicochemical	proper8es	of	substrates	and	their	KM		values?	

}  Look at the following properties: 

}  Keep in mind that associating KM with substrate properties 
(and not enzyme-substrate interaction) may be misleading 
}  ok with reactions with simple mechanism 
}  Perhaps there is a correlation with the physiochemical properties 17 



What	is	LogP?	
}  Lipophilicity represents the affinity of a molecule for a 

lipophilic (loves fats or lipids) environment.  
}  Measured by its distribution in a biphasic system (e.g. 

octanol, which is fatty and loves fat, and water) 
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Plot	MW	vs	KM,	and	logP	vs	KM 		
}   To pick up a trend more clearly: 
}  The cyan area in Figure 3 was drawn as follows. For each 

data point, we examined the 150 point interval centered 
around that point (75 points on each side). We calculated 
the mean X-value and KM  for the window as well as the 
standard error (standard deviation) around the mean KM.  

}  This process was repeated for each data point.  
}  Plotted are the standard deviation as a function of the 

mean X-value calculated this way. 
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For	Small	Substrates,	KM	Decreases	with	Increasing	Substrate	
Molecular	Mass	and	Hydrophobicity	

}  KM decreases, on average, by almost 2 orders of magnitude with an increasing 
molecular mass up to∼350 Da 

}   KM values also decrease ∼100-fold with an increasing LogP for small substrates 

}  Are KM and LogP are correlated? 20 



Are	KM	and	LogP	are	correlated?	

}  Perform correlation analysis 
}  No correlation between MW and LogP 
}  Non-polar surface area vs KM seems significant 

}  stems from positive correlation between NPSA and both MW and LogP 
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Implica8ons	of	the	study	
}  Catalytic efficiencies well below diffusion rate 

}  Can modify sequences to increase catalytic efficiency in 
synthetic bio applications 

}  Causes for low catalytic efficiencies: 
}  A function of how they evolved and where the enzymes 

operate (e.g. primary vs secondary metabolism) 
}  and/or a function of physiochemical constraints 
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Some	open	ques8ons	
}  Kinetics within EC classes display significantly different 

behavior.  
}  Kinetics within an RClass or within Reaction Modules?  

}  Are they consistent with their metabolic pathway classification? 

}  What’s the interplay with physiochemical properties of substrates within class/
modules 

}  Are any of the kinetic parameters correlated with the 
reaction’s transition states? 

}  What determines rate of productive collisions between 
enzymes and substrates? 
}  Median kcat/KM =  ∼105 M-1 s-1 
}  Diffusion rate  =  108 M-1  s-1 
}  On interplay average, 1 in 1000 molecules go through a productive 

collision.   
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What	about	enzymes	ac8ng	on	non-natural	
substrates?	
}  Prevailing assumption: 

}  Enzymes are assumed “specific”: they operate on “one” 
product (the natural product) 

}  EC classification originally assigned one reaction per enzyme 

}  Changing view: 
}  Enzymes can catalyze more than one reaction due to 

“promiscuity” 
}  Over one third of Escherichia coli ’s enzymes catalyze two or 

more transformations {Nam, Lewis, Lerman, .. 2012}. 
}  Now EC numbers list additional reactions catalyzed by the 

same reaction 
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Promiscuity	boosted	adap8ve	evolu8on	
}  Jensen’s hypothesis: 

}  Ancient cells have possessed small gene content 
}  Primitive enzymes may have possessed broad specificity and 

undeveloped regulation mechanisms, offering maximum 
biochemical flexibility with minimal gene content.  

}  Gene duplication, with accumulated mutations, provided the 
opportunity for increased gene content and increased 
specialization of the diverging enzymes 

}  Introduction of a single new enzyme might have created new 
multi-step pathways 

}  Substrate specialization was further reinforced by the 
development of regulatory mechanisms.  

25 Jensen, R. A. “Enzyme Recruitment in Evolution of New 
Function.” Annual review of microbiology 30 (1976): 409–25.  



Enzyme	Promiscuity	–	Two	main	types	
}  Two types: 

}  Substrate promiscuity, where an enzyme can bind to multiple 
substrates and exhibits broad specificity, and 

}  Catalytic promiscuity, where an enzyme catalyzes a different 
reaction with a different transition state  

}  In some cases, an enzyme exhibits both behaviors (e.g., 
tyrosine phosphatase isoform δ protein) 

 
}  Focus has been on substrate promiscuity 
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Example	Promiscuous	ac8vity	in	E.	coli	

C00083+ C00005 + C00080        C00222+ C00006+ C00010 

KEGG reaction 
R00740 

Malonyl-CoA 
Reductase 

(MCR) 
   Malonyl CoA + NADPH + H+         Malonic semialdehyde + NADP++ CoA 

Native reaction in E. coli 

Succinyl CoA + NADPH + H+   Succinic semialdehyde + NADP++ CoA 

Putative reaction due to MCR promiscuity  

Malonyl-CoA 
Reductase 

(MCR) 
(C00091)  (C00232)  
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Is	there	a	known	reac8on	that	performs	the	
promiscuous	opera8on?	

}  Reactant Pair 

}  Associated with Reaction R09280 
}  Is it in E. coli? 

}  No!! 

}  Is it catalyzed by MCR? 
}  Nope. By Enzyme 1.2.1.76 (succinate-semialdehyde dehydrogenase) 

}  Question:  are MCR and 1.2.176 functionally similar? Don’t know!! 
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Predic8ng	substrate	promiscuity	–	some	
techniques	
1.  Substrate similarity between a query molecule and the 
native substrate that is known to be catalyzed by the 
enzyme  

}  The GEMP-Path algorithm determines if there exists in 
BRENDA a reaction that displays the desired promiscuous 
activity in terms of cofactor and substrate similarity [31].  

}  SimZyme suggests possible relationships between an enzyme 
and a metabolite based on its similarity of other metabolites 
that the enzyme acts upon [37].  

}  Use binding site covalence and thermodynamic favorability to 
score promising enzyme candidates (in context of building 
synthesis pathways) [30].  
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Predic8ng	substrate	promiscuity	–	some	
techniques	
2. Machine Learning techniques (Support Vector Machines, 
SVMs) either to: 

}  predict the promiscuity of a given enzyme [38] or  
}  predict if a particular enzyme will transform a particular 

substrate of interest [32] 

3. Analyzing kinetic parameter of enzymes  
}  J-index, does not seem generalizable based on today’s 

paper[39] 
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Predic8ng	outcomes	of	promiscuous	
transforma8ons	
}  If the enzyme operates on a non-natural substrate, what 

is the product (or derivative)? 
}  Techniques: 

}  Rule-based, example BNICE: hand curated set of rules based on 
examining ECs up to their 3rd level of specificity [41] 

}  PROXIMAL – operators derived from RPAIRS with neighbor’s 
neighbor data [22] 
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Open	Ques8ons	
}  There is no global study on kinetic parameters for non-

natural parameters 
}  How do you generate a balanced “reaction” that depicts 

the promiscuous operation? 
}  Useful in creating synthetic pathways or analyzing metabolic 

disruption due to enzyme promiscuity 
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Homework	#2		
}  Enzymes are assumed promiscuous 
}  PROXIMAL is used to identify some candidate substrates 
}  Data 
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Homework	#2	–	part	1	
Explore enzyme promiscuity via molecular similarity  
}  Let’s use fingerprints to determine enzyme promiscuity 

towards a new set of substrates (call them candidates). 
}  Let’s assess the similarity between natural substrate and 

candidates 
}  For example: how similar are the natural substrate 

(Malonyl CoA C00083) for MCR vs the candidate 
substrate (Succinyl CoA , C00091) 
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Let’s	use	rdkit	in	python	
}  History 

}  2000-2006: Developed and used at Rational Discovery for building predictive 
models for Tox, biological activity 

}  June 2006: Open-source (BSD license) release of software, Rational Discovery 
shuts down 

}  to present: Open-source development continues, use within Novartis, 
contributions from Novartis back to open-source version 

}  Functional overview: 
}  Input/output: standard formats: SMILES, SMARTS, MOL, FASTA, … 
}  Fingerprinting: Daylight-like, atom pairs, topological torsions, Morgan algorithm, 

“MACCS keys”, extended reduced graphs, etc. 
}  2D pharmacophores (per web site, not the fastest, best, …) 
}  Many many more…. 

}  # Recommend using python 2.7 
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To	generate	Fingerprints	and	similarity	scores	
1.  Generate mol files for each of your molecules (from smiles, 

for example) 
ms = [Chem.MolFromSmiles('CCOC'), Chem.MolFromSmiles('CCO')] 

2.  Call fingerprints on each mol file 
fps = [FingerprintMols.FingerprintMol(x) for x in ms] 

3.  Compute fingerprint similarity using metric of your choice: 
a= DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.TanimotoSimilarity) 
e=  DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.DiceSimilarity) 

4.  Print the scores: 
print ('Tanimoto vs Dice using defaults', a, e) 
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The	code	
# need to import these two things 
from rdkit import DataStructs 
from rdkit.Chem.Fingerprints import FingerprintMols 
 
ms = [Chem.MolFromSmiles('CCOC'), Chem.MolFromSmiles('CCO')] 
fps = [FingerprintMols.FingerprintMol(x) for x in ms] 
a= DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.TanimotoSimilarity) 
e=  DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.DiceSimilarity) 
print ('Tanimoto vs Dice using default keys', a, e) 
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To	generate	other	fingerprints	
from rdkit.Chem import MACCSkeys 
fps = [MACCSkeys.GenMACCSKeys(x) for x in ms] 
a= DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.TanimotoSimilarity) 
e=  DataStructs.FingerprintSimilarity(fps[0],fps[1], 
metric=DataStructs.DiceSimilarity) 
print ('Tanimoto vs Dice using MACCSkeys 
fingerprints', a, e) 
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Homework	#2	–	part	2	
}  Use BRENDA to look up functional parameters for the 

enzymes that catalyze the reactions in the data sets.   
}  Look at the data for both natural enzymes and for 

candidate substrates, and compare against average values 
we studied today 
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What	are	R2	values?	
}  https://www.khanacademy.org/math/ap-statistics/

bivariate-data-ap/assessing-fit-least-squares-
regression/v/r-squared-or-coefficient-of-
determination 

}  Coefficient of determination, denoted R2 or r2 and 
pronounced "R squared", is the proportion of the 
variance in the dependent variable (Y) that is 
predictable from the independent variable (X). 

}  Used with a “statistical model” that either predicts 
future outcomes or tests hypotheses 
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What	is	the	p-value	
}  https://www.khanacademy.org/math/statistics-probability/significance-tests-

one-sample/tests-about-population-mean/v/hypothesis-testing-and-p-values 
}  There is always a Null Hypothesis: usually assumes the observed data has 

the same distribution as the model 
}  The summary metric (e.g. mean) is the same between the two 

}  There is an Alternate Hypothesis:  opposite of the Null. 
}  p-value:  if the null-hypothesis is true, what’s the likelihood of getting the 

observed data 
}  If p-value is small, this is an extreme condition, and unlikely happening by chance. 

Reject Null Hypothesis 
}  If p-value is large, then ya, observed data in line with the model. Accept Null 

Hypothesis 

}  p-value calculation shown is only applicable when you have normal 
distributions, and not very good with big data sets – so sometimes need to 
come up with alternate way of computing p-value  
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Calcula8ng	the	p-value	in	the	“Moderately	
Efficient	Enzyme”	paper	
}  Calculate p-values for observed R2 using a Monte Carlo 

permutation test (also known as approximate permutation test 
or random permutation test)  

}  The p-value corresponds to the null assumption that R2 =0 and 
was calculated by shuffling the Y-values, randomly assigning 
them to X-values, and calculating the resulting R2.  

}  This process was repeated 106  times.  
}  Using the resulting distribution of R2 values, the p-value was 

calculated as the fraction of times where the randomized R2 
values were equal or higher than the original R2. 
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